FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Introducing the D.I. REVOLUTION™ battery-powered panel crimper for standing seam metal
roof systems -- the latest innovation from D.I. Roof Seamers.
Corinth, MS, October 11, 2011 — D.I. Roof Seamers proudly introduces the D.I. REVOLUTION™ batterypowered panel crimper.
Finally, a new technology has eclipsed the old manual hand crimping methods of the past for standing
seam metal roof systems. The D.I. REVOLUTION™ from D.I. Roof Seamers performs perfect, consistent
crimps at the push of a button – no more sore shoulders, elbows and wrists. This battery-powered
crimper eliminates your need for an electric roof seamer on small projects, greatly reduces the manual
labor required on the large ones, and is designed to make fast work of crimping and securing your
project under budget and ahead of schedule.
The D.I. REVOLUTION™ is equipped with a powerful Milwaukee M18™ High Performance Motor and
weighs only 13.4 lbs*. Features include a variable speed trigger, built-in LED work light that illuminates
your work surface in low-light situations, ergonomic handle grips, and a motor capable of over 650 in-lbs
of torque that minimizes user fatigue and maximizes productivity. You can expect over 270 (136 linear
feet) continuous crimps per battery charge†. The entire kit includes the D.I. REVOLUTION™, two (2)
rechargeable 18V XC High Capacity REDLITHIUM™ Lithium-Ion batteries, optional side handle, 30 day
manufacturers limited warranty, user guide and a charger for rapid battery replacements in the field**.
The included iM2600 PELICAN™ STORM CASE™ makes the kit complete by offering superior protection
against rugged jobsite conditions and inclimate weather.
D.I. REVOLUTION™ Dimensions: 12" X 15.25" X 4.25"
Total Weight of Kit: 29.2 lbs. (Shipping Weight)
The D.I. REVOLUTION™ is available to purchase for only $2,499.99 and rental for only $35 per day. More
information about purchase and rental programs can be found at www.diroofseamers.com.
D.I. REVOLUTION™ (Patent Pending)
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(662) 287-6744
jonathan@dimetalworks.com
www.diroofseamers.com

###
†- This is under extreme conditions with very heavy gauge metal, oversized clips, additional layers of material and continuous use without time
for battery to recover. Average use can expect as much as 700+ crimps per battery charge.
*- Does not include optional handle and battery. Total weight of tool is 15.5 lbs.
**- Charge time for single battery is approximately 60 minutes under normal conditions.

